PDF Accessibility Checker
The fastest, most effective tool to test
PDFs for accessibility
Inaccessible PDFs introduce usability barriers for people with disabilities. This can impact
critical business processes and expose organizations to legal risk.
The PDF Accessibility Checker, eSSENTIAL Accessibility's PDF testing capability, lets you
automatically discover PDFs across your websites, perform an automated scan at any time, get an
instant snapshot of a document’s accessibility status, and request remediation with a single click.
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test PDFs anytime

Ensure every aspect of your digital experience
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Leverage detailed reports to
drive decision-making

Streamline work within one
multifaceted platform

Prioritize your remediation efforts with detailed

The PDF Accessibility Checker is integrated into

dashboards and comprehensive reporting.

the eA Platform, giving users access to a full
suite of end-to-end testing capabilities in one
centralized location.
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remediated PDFs to analyze trends.
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Remediate:
Receive fully remediated PDFs within the eA
Platform by easily requesting PDF remediation
on any of your documents.

About eSSENTIAL Accessibility
eSSENTIAL Accessibility is an all-in-one digital
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accessibility solution designed to help companies
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make their digital content accessible for individuals
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with disabilities and compliant with global mandates.
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